Advanced gutter
protection
for every home.
Do it right the first time and
enjoy the peace of mind that
comes with leaf free gutters.

1800 612 908
www.bluemountainmesh.com.au

Steel and aluminium gutter protection systems
Not all gutter guards are the same. We’re leading the revolution.
Our climate. It’s one of the best things about Australia. But it can show
us some tough love too. Over the years, Australians have witnessed the
devastating impact of bushfires, storms and floods on our homes too
many times to count.
Protect your home from our harsh climate with Blue Mountain Mesh, an
advanced gutter protection system that prevents leaves and debris from
entering gutters. Our entire range is bushfire compliant and offers safety,
flexibility and value without compromising the look of your home.
-
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2mm Superfine Steel Gutter Guard			
4mm Super Steel Gutter Guard			
5.4mm Standard Steel Gutter Guard			
4mm Aluminium Gutter Guard			
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Why do you need gutter protection?
Feel you’re forever on a ladder cleaning your home’s gutters? Concerned about how your
home would fare in a bushfire? Worried about the potential for pests and vermin to invade
your roof and downpipes?
Without gutter protection in place, you could be putting your home and your safety at risk.
A trusted gutter protection solution can significantly reduce the amount of debris and leaf
matter that enters and accumulates in your gutters.
This means you will be safer and your gutters will perform better, and last longer. Most
importantly, you’re also dramatically reducing required maintenance, and giving your home
an added layer of protection against bushfires and storms.

The benefits of Blue Mountain Mesh gutter protection.
Ensure debris-free gutters
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A build up of unwanted leaves and other debris in your
gutters can cause serious maintenance issues. It can lead
to an increased risk of flooding, as well as pest and vermin
infestation.

Low maintenance
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Unprotected gutters require more frequent cleaning,
which can be time consuming, and potentially unsafe.
Blue Mountain Mesh gutter protection prevents debris
and leaves from accumulating in the first place significantly improving the overall safety and
performance of your gutter system.

Protect against pests and vermin
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Unprotected gutters can provide a convenient entry
point to your warm and inviting roof space, which then
becomes a nesting site and food source for a host of
common household pests such as birds, possums, rats,
mice and snakes.
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Avoid floods and water damage
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With Blue Mountain Mesh, your gutters are able to
transport rainwater the way they’re designed to,
significantly reducing the risk of flooding in storms and
heavy rain, as well as the likelihood of damage to your
walls and ceilings if your home were to flood.

Improve water quality
If you have a rainwater harvesting system, installing a
gutter guard is vital - to ensure clean, usable water. By
keeping gutters free from leaves and debris, you also
minimise wastage and collect the greatest possible
volume.
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Protect your home from ember attack
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Ember attack is where sparks and embers landing on
your home trigger a fire, well before and hours after a
bushfire has passed. As well as acting as a gutter guard,
Blue Mountain Mesh 2mm Superfine mesh acts as an
ember guard, by preventing embers from entering your
roof cavity.
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Why Choose Blue Mountain Mesh?
There are many reasons to choose Blue Mountain Mesh.

Matched to the colour of your roof

Made to last, durable, and conforming to rigorous industry standards, Blue Mountain Mesh is a
clear market leader.

Blue Mountain Mesh Steel gutter guard and componentry fits all gutter
profiles and we can adapt it for just about all roof types. It’s custom-made
and available in the COLORBOND® colour range.

Our Australian-designed range has been proven to withstand Australia’s harsh elements. We
have a custom designed gutter guard to suit every situation, and our proprietary fixing systems
are easy to install and second to none.

Blue Mountain Mesh Aluminium gutter guard is available in popular
COLORBOND® colours and to suit corrugated, tile and Trimdek®/
Monoclad® roofs.

Steel for strength and durability

Australian designed and engineered

The strength of steel will outlast and outperform other materials. It
provides the surest defence against ember attack, hail storms and pest
intrusion. Importantly, it’s also non-combustible and corrosion resistant,
and the quality of our range is guaranteed via independent tests by
Uniquest and CSIRO. Blue Mountain Mesh is built to last. Our tough,
hot-dipped galvanised steel is specifically built for strength and durability
and comes with a 12 year guarantee.

We have a dedicated design and engineering team focused on developing
unique gutter mesh systems and fixings to improve strength, appearance
and speed of installation.

Tailored solutions to fit just about every roof

Unique fixing system

+ Not every tree is the same
+ Not every roof is the same
+ Not every environment is the same
That’s why we offer a unique customised solution to meet your homes
specific needs.

Designed to blend into every roof
We recognise that the aesthetic of your home is very important. It’s why
we offer Blue Mountain Mesh to fit all gutter profiles and suit just about
all roof types. All our products are custom-made, and while they’re
designed to match the COLORBOND® colour range, our
products are also available in virtually any colour you request so it looks
like a seamless addition to your home.

Blue Mountain Mesh unique fixing systems have been designed to fix to
just about every roof type seamlessly and attractively.
All Blue Mountain Mesh comes in a kit with all the components you need to
install it on your roof.

Expert customer support: Tech Talk
We offer customer and installer support from ordering through to
installation. Simply call us and we will help configure a completely
customised solution that is right for you and your home. Contact our
in-house experts to discuss the right solution for your site, the right
solution for the surrounding environment, quantities and ordering or
installation advice.

Bushfire building regulations:
Ember guard compliant

EMBER GUARD
COMPLIANT

Blue Mountain Mesh proudly design and build to meet
industry standards. Our 2mm ember guard is an industry
benchmark – a combined ember and gutter guard specifically
designed to meet the latest stringent bushfire building standards, and
ensuring maximum fire protection.

AS3959 - 2009/2011
AUSTRALIAN STANDARD FOR
CONSTRUCTION OF BUILDINGS
IN BUSHFIRE-PRONE AREAS
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Do it right the first time and enjoy the peace of mind that
comes with leaf free gutters.
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How Blue Mountain Mesh works
Our over-the-gutter system forms
a physical barrier to prevent leaves
and debris from entering gutters.
The ski-slope design ensures leaves
and debris are blown off the roof
whilst water is drawn through the
mesh guard into the gutter.
Blue Mountain Mesh is available either as steel or
aluminium mesh.
Gutters are kept from getting blocked, which
prevents flooding of eaves, ceiling and wall cavities.
Extra protection is provided from hail and flooding
rains during storms.

Steel Gutter Guard
Strong, custom made
Blue Mountain Mesh steel gutter guard is hot-dipped, galvanised, zinc-coated steel that is custom
made to suit all roof and gutter types. Our patented profiles and clips ensures our steel gutter guard
lies perfectly flat and means the product looks like a seamless addition to your roof.

Designed to blend with your
home.
Blue Mountain Mesh steel gutter guard is custom made
and designed to match the COLORBOND® colour
range.
SURFMIST®

ZINCALUME®

SHALE GREYTM

DUNE®

WINDSPRAY®

WALLABY®

BASALT®

WOODLAND GREY®

DEEP OCEAN®

IRONSTONE®

MONUMENT®

NIGHT SKY®

EVENING HAZE®

PAPERBARK®

COVETM

BUSHLAND®

CLASSIC CREAMTM

SANDBANK®

GULLYTM

JASPER®

PALE TERRACOTTA®

Headland®

MANOR RED®

TERRAIN®

MANGROVE®

PALE EUCALYPT®

WILDERNESS®

COTTAGE GREEN®

LOFT®
Printed colours are representations only
and may differ from actual colours.

Componentry - It’s all in the kit
Blue Mountain Mesh steel gutter guard is sold as a kit so
there is no need to calculate component quantities.

Flashed Valley profiles

Corrugated profiles

Need some advice about
Blue Mountain Mesh?
Tech Talk is a free practical information service offering
expert advice on Blue Mountain Mesh gutter guard and
ember guard solutions. Our in-house Tech Talk expert
has 13 years specifically installing Blue Mountain Mesh
gutter guard and almost 30 years experience on the roof
and around gutters.
31
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Bullnose profiles

Spandek® profiles

Decramastic profiles

Longspan® profiles

Metal screws

Plastic screws

Safety Clip

Z Clip

Standard Clip
Trimdek® saddle

Metal Gutter Trim (standard
for 2mm Superfine, optional
for 4mm Super and 5.4mm
Standard gutter guard)
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2mm Superfine Steel Gutter Guard

4mm Super Steel Gutter Guard

Ideal for areas with small leaf trees (e.g. Jacaranda or Leopard trees) and fine debris
Ideal for use on properties that require ember guard protection (compliant to Australian
Standard AS3959-2009/Amdt2011, with proven compliance at all Bushfire Attack Levels)

Ideal for medium size leaves and debris (e.g. Gum trees with associated gumnuts and leaves,
and Chinese Elm)
The strength of this mesh also provides extra protection from hail and pests

Matches the COLORBOND® colour range

Bushfire compliant to Australian Standard AS3959-2009, compliant for non-combustibility

Kits include metal gutter trim as a standard component

Matches the COLORBOND® colour range

2mm Superfine Steel Gutter Guard
Description					Code

4mm Super Steel Gutter Guard

BMM Steel 2mm Corro Roll Metal Trim		
(300mm wide)

BM112

Description				Code

BMM Steel 2mm Corro Sheet Metal Trim		
(327mm wide)

BM113

BMM Steel 2mm Tile Roll Metal Trim		
(450mm wide)

BM212

BMM Steel 2mm Tile Sheet Metal Trim		
(450mm wide)

BM213

BMM Steel 2mm Trimdek® Roll Metal Trim		
(360mm wide)

BM312

BMM Steel 2mm Trimdek® Sheet Metal Trim
(387mm wide)

BM313

BMM Steel 2mm Corro Flashed Valley Roll		
(300mm wide)

BM411

BMM Steel 2mm Domed Valley Sheet		
(up to 300mm wide)

BM410

Gutter Guard Vs Ember Guard
A Gutter Guard is designed to minimize the
access of debris and leaf litter to the gutters of
your home. In a bushfire-prone area it is not
mandatory, but if you are installing a gutter guard
it must be non-combustible.
An Ember Guard is designed to limit access of
embers into areas of risk, like the roof cavity. It
must:
+ be non-combustible
+ have a maximum aperture (or gap) of 2mm.
+ be made of corrosion-resistant steel, bronze 		
or aluminium in BAL 12.5 – BAL 29
+ be made of corrosion-resistant steel or 		
bronze in BAL 40 & BAL FZ.
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BMM Steel 4mm Corro Roll No Trim
(300mm wide)
BMM Steel 4mm Corro Roll Metal Trim
(300mm wide)
BMM Steel 4mm Corro Sheet No Trim
(327mm wide)
BMM Steel 4mm Corro Sheet Metal Trim
(327mm wide)
BMM Steel 4mm Tile Roll No Trim		
(450mm wide)
BMM Steel 4mm Tile Roll Metal Trim
(450mm wide)
BMM Steel 4mm Tile Sheet No Trim
(450mm wide)
BMM Steel 4mm Tile Sheet Metal Trim
(450mm wide)
BMM Steel 4mm Trimdek® Roll No Trim
(360mm wide)
BMM Steel 4mm Trimdek® Roll Metal Trim
(360mm wide)
BMM Steel 4mm Trimdek® Sheet No Trim
(387mm wide)
BMM Steel 4mm Trimdek® Sheet Metal
Trim (387mm wide)
BMM Steel 4mm Corro Flashed Valley
Roll (up to 300mm wide)
BMM Steel 4mm Domed Valley Sheets
(up to 300mm wide)

BM106
BM107
BM109
BM110
BM206
BM207
BM209
BM210
BM306
BM307
BM309
BM310
BM401
BM400
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5.4mm Standard Steel Gutter Guard
Strong, long-lasting solution for keeping pests (e.g. birds, possums, rats and snakes) and
larger leaves and debris out of gutters
Bushfire compliant to Australian Standard AS3959-2009, compliant for non-combustibility
Matches the COLORBOND® colour range

Aluminium Gutter Guard
Flexible, ready made

Blue Mountain Mesh aluminium gutter guard is a flexible, lightweight, easy to install gutter solution
to keep leaves and debris out of gutters and downpipes. Blue Mountain Mesh aluminium gutter
guard is suitable for corrugated, tile and Trimdek®/Monoclad® roof types, and to suit popular
COLORBOND® colours. Kits include; aluminium mesh (10m, 15m and 30m ready-made rolls),
saddles (for corrugated and Trimdek®/Monoclad® roofs), screws and metal trim (recommended).

Designed to blend
with your home.
Blue Mountain Mesh aluminium gutter guard
is available to suit most popular
COLORBOND® colours.

5.4mm Standard Steel Gutter Guard

SURFMIST®

ZINCALUME®

SHALE GREYTM

DUNE®

WINDSPRAY®

WALLABY®

BASALT®

WOODLAND GREY®

DEEP OCEAN®

IRONSTONE®

MONUMENT®

NIGHT SKY®

CLASSIC CREAMTM

PAPERBARK®

COVETM

BUSHLAND®

GULLY

JASPER

WILDERNESS

Description				Code
BMM Steel 5.4mm Corro Roll No Trim
(300mm wide)
BMM Steel 5.4mm Corro Roll Metal Trim
(300mm wide)
BMM Steel 5.4mm Corro Sheet No Trim
(327mm wide)
BMM Steel 5.4mm Corro Sheet Metal Trim
(327mm wide)
BMM Steel 5.4mm Tile Roll No Trim
(450mm wide)
BMM Steel 5.4mm Tile Roll Metal Trim
(450mm wide)
BMM Steel 5.4mm Tile Sheet No Trim
(450mm wide)
BMM Steel 5.4mm Tile Sheet Metal Trim
(450mm wide)
BMM Steel 5.4mm Trimdek® Roll No Trim
(360mm wide)
BMM Steel 5.4mm Trimdek® Roll Metal
Trim (360mm wide)
BMM Steel 5.4mm Trimdek® Sheet
No Trim (387mm wide)
BMM Steel 5.4mm Trimdek® Sheet
Metal Trim (387mm wide)
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BM100
BM101

*

*

BM103
BM104

*

BM200

TM

®

®

BM201

PALE EUCALYPT®

*

TERRAIN

PALE TERRACOTTA MANGROVE

Headland®

MANOR RED®

®

®

®

COTTAGE GREEN®

BM203
**

BM204
BM300

*Colour Matched Aluminium Mesh - see below
**Only available in 10m & 30m rolls to suit tile gutter and valleys

BM301

*COLOUR MATCHED ALUMINIUM MESH

BM303

Blue Mountain Mesh aluminium gutter guard is
available to suit most popular COLORBOND®
colours.

BM304

Metal Gutter Trim is optional for 4mm Super and 5.4mm
Standard gutter guard. If you are ordering kits with metal
gutter trim, make sure you match the mesh colour to your
roof colour and the trim colour to your gutter colour.

Exact mesh colours are not available for some
popular COLORBOND® colours. In these instances,
Blue Mountain Mesh provide componentry (saddles,
trim and screws) in the specified COLORBOND®
colour and the mesh in the closest compatible
COLORBOND® colour. Blue Mountain Mesh has
chosen the closest match possible to provide a
seamless addition to the roof and gutters.
Colour Matched Mesh colours are;
+ Zincalume® (Zincalume® componentry with 		
Shale Grey™ aluminium mesh)
+ Dune® (Dune® componentry with Shale Grey™
aluminium mesh)
+ Bushland® (Bushland® componentry with
Windspray® aluminium mesh)
+ Wilderness® (Wilderness® componentry with
Pale Eucalypt® aluminium mesh).
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4mm Aluminium Gutter Guard
Flexible, lightweight, easy to install
Keeps leaves and debris out of gutters and downpipes
Available in popular COLORBOND® colours
Aperture: Aluminium is only available in 4mm aperture mesh
Sheets/Rolls: Aluminium is only available in rolls (10m, 15m and 30m ready-made rolls)
Roof Types: Aluminium is only available for corrugated, tile and Trimdek® roofs

Contact us and we’ll help customise the right
solution for you. Phone 1800 612 908 or email
techtalk@bluemountainmesh.com.au

4mm Aluminium Gutter Guard
Description					Code
BMM Aluminium 4mm Corro Roll No Trim		
(250mm wide)
BMM Aluminium 4mm Corro Roll Metal Trim
(250mm wide)
BMM Aluminium 4mm Corro Valley Roll		
(250mm wide)
BMM Aluminium 4mm Tile Roll No Trim		
(500mm wide)
BMM Aluminium 4mm Tile Roll Metal Trim		
(500mm wide)
BMM Aluminium 4mm Tile Valley Roll		
(750mm wide)
BMM Aluminium 4mm Trimdek® Roll No Trim
(250mm wide)
BMM Aluminium 4mm Trimdek® Roll Metal Trim
(250mm wide)

BM500
BM501
BM503
BM504
BM505
BM511
BM507
BM508

Componentry - It’s all in the kit
All kits include mesh and the appropriate componentry to complete
the installation.

Mesh Rolls
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Metal Screws

Corrugated Saddles

Metal Gutter Trim
(recommended)

Trimdek® Saddles
Blue Mountain Mesh® is a registered trademark of Rain Harvesting Pty Ltd.
Trimdek®, Spandek®, COLORBOND® and all colour names used are registered trademarks and ™
colour names are trademarks of BlueScope Steel Limited.
Monoclad® and Longspan® are registered trademarks of Stramit Corporation Pty Limited.
Blue Mountain Mesh® speciality profiles; Bullnose, Spandek®, Longspan®,
Decramastic and Flashed Valley products and custom cut width mesh are
non-returnable and non-refundable.
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Steel and aluminium gutter protection systems
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Rain Harvesting Pty Ltd
ABN 11 113 300 093
P: 07 3248 9600
F: 07 3041 3588
E: rhgroup@therhgroup.com.au
W: www.therhgroup.com.au
PO Box 3200,
NEWSTEAD, QLD 4006
NATIONAL SALES, ACCOUNT
ENQUIRIES & CUSTOMER SERVICE
P: 1800 06 77 44
F: 07 3041 3588
E: rhgroup@therhgroup.com.au
W: www.therhgroup.com.au

